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NOTES ON SOME PBOSODICAL PECULIARITIES OF CJETAND.
BY A. F. KUDOLF HOEENLE, B. ph.,
As an edition of C h a n d * s Epic, the Pritkirij
Hasan, has been commenced by the Bengal
Asiatic Society, it may be of some service to note
some of the most striking peculiarities of the
Terse-composition of C h. a n d that I have met
ie the course of my reading of Ms epic. 1^
liming I may remark that it is a well establish-
ed rale in Hindi prosody that consonants may
be doubled in order to produce a length where
the word naturally has a short yoweL The
observation of this rule will smooth away many
Deeming irregularities of metret and it explains
also the cause of a not uncommon kind of
various readings of the different MSS. For
different careless scribes often omit these merely
metrical dombEngs at different places, to "be
supplied by the reciter ; thus- in RQwMmt^ PmsL
Doha 1-1, 4, B* and T read ^ff ^T^RT 31?* Tyo&
A correctly «fy*U ^3RT iff- Sometimes in two
corresponding lines the doubling is made in one
line, and carelessly omitted in the other, while
the metre as well as the rhyme require it in
both : thus in An tH^dl Prast. Kavitta 7, 10, 12,
 or Aimnffpdl Bhnjangi 15, S, 4 : —
The last example exhibits both kinds,   the
ordinary doubling in ^pft» and the annswara
Another peculiarity of Chan d is that with
him double consonants containing a (so-called)
semi-Towel (q-, ^r, sr, 0 or f may or may not
make a preceding short owel (positionally)
long. In modern prosody, its is well known.
this rule is limited to £. Examples of the
preceding vowel remaining short are — of qp in
Devaglri PnisL, Totaka 22, 2 :—
Again, of ^» ibidem, 22, 12 : —
(I
Again, of f , in Eevdtafa IMotidam, 63, 7 :— =
 
A reads il ^ -
~
hl *
> where the .correct
«
u a«.i <j> u _| v— f f J
reading clearly is frsfM^, as C has it ; while B
and T, altogether incorrectly, read also ftffift.
Itt many places the dombiii^ is omitted ia all
1CSS-, and must be restored i& a correct edition,
It should be remembered tha\ on the whole,
aHiielCSS, of C hand that we possess agree
so closely 'and minutely that they must be
transcripts of one original in which the metri-
cal doublings were little attended to. In rare
il even 'Occurs that the doubling is made
-in. file  wrong pkce, as   in   Dm&giri Prasi.
Kavito* 11, 8.   B reads ^-^ ^ %&$[> where
ilwfXNcreQk zesyiing* is % *j^- ^ ^^t as T lias
it.   Of in	Bhnjan^ 61, 10, T
S» ^here 3 and A read
^ doubled generally by the
ofwa WBSwIm; thus all 3ISS. alike
te	0^ 15 ;—
wit II
 or ibidem, Kavitta 41, 10 : —
In the following verse the same compound
s=f prpdnsD^s the Yisoal, positional length ; ibidem. .
''    '	'	''  ''
An analogous though far more remarkable
peculiarity of C li a n d is that with him even a
sibilant (g- or q- — of ^f I have not met with any
example) in composition with a mute consonant
does not always make a preceding short vowel
long. The instances are very rare, though suf-
ficiently marked; £,j., in Adiparva Dohii 6, 1 : —
.    — <U     —. V \J    \j
The first hemistich of the Doha consists of
three feet of 6, 4, and 3 in&Mnts respectively —
altogether 33 ; and the second foot may not be an
amphibrach ("-*). If tlie second syllable be
taken as long by position, as it wou^d be under
ordinary circumstances, we should have in the
second foot an amphibrach, and should be obliged
.to suppress the final vowel of bayan — the first
&n impossibility, the second an anomaly.

